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Non–academic activities serve as a part of development modules which 

enables them to think from a somewhat simpler point of view of 

themselves and the world around them. They are a kind of learning 

method that includes observation, practice, and experience. The 

performance excels better in both the internal and external skills such 

as self-acceptance, self-esteem, career goals, and others. 

These activities are ongoing efforts towards further developing the 

potential of individuals in a holistic and integrated manner to produce 

individuals who are intellectually, spiritually, emotionally, and 

physically balanced and harmonious based on a firm belief in truth and 

discipline. These activities help to improve academic scores as well as 

social life. 

Additional to the super exciting technical events, we have organized a 

non-Technical event, Zenista's Zeal for the Zenista'21 conducted by the 

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering of Sri 

Sairam Engineering College to cover greater participants and to explore 

the other skills of the students apart from the Technical skills.  It 

includes chords which is a musical-based event, strokes- art-based 

event, and lenses- photography event. The entries were posted in the 

official account of the Zenista_techfest Instagram page. Participants 

filled the google form as an initial registration and the event committee 

posted the works on the official social media page. The participants 

shared their posted works to their counterparts to gain likes which is 

also the main selection criterion. The total registration count for our 

event is 92 Entries, 64 entries for lenses-Photography event, 20 Entries 

for Strokes-Art event, and 8 entries for Chords-Music event. We have 



shortlisted a total of 45 entries from the total and judges decides the 

winners based on the skills of the respective works. 

Dr.S.Usha, coordinator of the photography club of the department of 

electronics and communication engineering, Sri Sairam Engineering 

College was invited as the judge for the lenses-photography event.  

A.Shanmugathai, coordinator of the Fine arts club was invited as the 

judge for chords and strokes event. The winner of the lenses event is 

V.Pavithran of Sri Sairam Engineering College. The runner-up is 

A.G.Vijayendiran of Sri Sairam Engineering College. The winner of 

the chords event is G.S.Sanchana of Hindustan College of Engineering 

and the runner is T.Tamil Amudhan of Sri Sairam Engineering College. 

The winner of strokes event is A. Karthikeyan of Adhiparasakthi 

Engineering college and the runner is M.Perumal of Sri Sairam 

Engineering College. 

The Zenista day which was on 22th October started with a grand 

inaugural function addressing the chief guests and dignitaries. The 

winners of the Zeal were announced during the valedictory function. 

The winners were awarded Rs.700 individually and the runners were 

awarded Rs.500 individually through their respective UPI ID. All the 

participants of the events were provided a participation certificate as an 

encouragement for their future competitions. Hence, the event was an 

overall grand success. We thank all the members and faculties for their 

cordial support.  

 

Thankyou. 
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ZENISTA’S ZEAL 
Total Entries: 92 

Lenses: 64; Strokes: 20; Chords: 8;  

LENSES 

1st Place: Pavithran V - ZTZL002 - sec20ec141@sairamtap.edu.in 

 

2nd Place: A G Vijayendiran – ZTZL042 - sec20ec080@sairamtap.edu.in 
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STROKES 

1st Place: Karthikeyan A – ZTZL060 - karthikeyan0187@gmail.com 

 

2nd Place: M.Perumal – ZTZL059 - e7me167@sairamtap.edu.in 

 

CHORDS 

1st Place: Sanchana G S – ZTZL067 - sanchanasenthil0307@gmail.com 

2nd Place: Tamil Amudhan.T – ZTZL047 - sec20ec172@sairamtap.edu.in 
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